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In their 2021 survey, lntellifluence found that 41% of influencers do not feel as if they are being 
compensated fairly for the service they are performing for brands' products or services. An 

important note to add is that lntellifluence did not ask this question to their influencers 
surveyed in their 2023 influencer compensation survey. 

From here, lntellifluence asked their influencers how much compensation they expected to 
receive from a typical post/campaign. Another interesting note from the two case studies is that 

in 2021 lntellifluence asked creators about how much compensation they expected to receive 
from a typical lnstagram, Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube post. In 2023, lntellifluence asked 

how much compensation they expected to receive from a typical lnstagram, Twitter, Facebook, 
YouTube, and TikTok post. 
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As you can see here, in 2021, lntellifluence brokedown their survey based on the number of 
followers further than they had in 2023 because influencers reported pay ranges that 

continuously went up on a linear scale until they hit 1 00k followers. Once reaching that 
threshold, their pay suddenly skyrockets far above anywhere near those of what the other 
creators were reporting. Why is this the case? Celebrity influencers are in high demand and 

therefore request for higher compensations. 

Since many smaller influencers are hobbyists or not completely full-time, they're willing to take 
smaller sums of money. With this in mind, that doesn't mean businesses should be 

underpaying micro influencers as they "sometimes provide better ROI when hiring many micro 
influencers than single big influencers." 
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